Roll With The Changes Chords by Reo Speedwagon

Chords used are tabbed out at the end.

Piano Intro: C F Bb F C (play 2x)

As soon as you are able, woman I am willing
Bb F C
to make the break that we are on the brink of.
C F
My cup is on the table my love is spilling
Bb F C
waiting here for you to take and drink of
Bb Dm C
so if you're tired of the same old story
Bb Dm C
ohhhhhhhhhhhhhhh turn some pages
Bb Dm C
I will be here when you are ready
G5
to roll with the changes yeahah
play C F Bb F C
i know it had to happen, felt the tables turning.
Bb F C
got me through my darkest hour.
C F
I heard the thunder clapping, felt the desert burning.
Bb F C
until you poured on me like a sweet sun shower.
Bb Dm C
so if you're tired of the same old story
Bb Dm C
ohhhhhhhhhhhhhhh turn some pages
Bb Dm C
I will be here when you are ready
G5
to roll with the changes oooooooh
C F Bb F C (play 2x)
Bb Dm C
so if you're tired of the same old story
Bb Dm C
oh baby turn some pages
Bb Dm C
I will be here when you are ready
G5
to roll with the changes baby roll with the changes
to finish song keep going : C F/C Bb F/C C over and over

Chords:
C F Bb Dm G5
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Hard to play Roll With The Changes? Try simple video lesson. Roll With The Changes Ringtone.
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I Believe Our Time Is Gonna Come Tabs
5 Riverside Avenue Tabs
Don't Let Him Go Chords
Flying Turley Trot Tabs
I Needed To Fall Chords

In My Dreams Bass Tabs
Keep On Loving You Tabs
Son Of A Poor Man Chords
Take It On The Run Bass Tabs
Time For Me To Fly Chords
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